
complementary

approx.

mix fore and back features

Short: image occlusions and clutter
Extract Global Feature

discriminate fore and back and extract 
parts

 cannot discriminate them without prior info

by Segmentation

computing complexityExhaustive method

not invariant to deformationsFix-grid method

complexityrandom sample method

by sampling patches

Extract Local Features

Ways to extract an image feature ?

compute second moment matrix (order-
one derivative), select local maximum

translation, rotation invariant:

Noise sensitive
too much computation 

Harris method

a series of Harris detector + Laplace 
operator for scale selection 

Scale invariant (no matter the resolution of image)
Harris-Laplace

based on Harris-Laplace
affine invariant (no matter the 
deformation or changes of viewpoints)

Harris-Affine

Derivatives

compute sim/diff portion, select local minimum

translation, rotation invariant
more efficient
mistake edges
noise sensitive

Susan methodMorphology

start from a corner by Harris, and find 
corner along edge directions

affine invariant

Edge-based regionsGeometry

more locality than other features

little variance of scales

limited to planer-local regions

Summary:

Corner Detectors

Compute Hessian of points Hessian Detector

like Harris-LaplaceHessian-Laplace

like Harris-AffineHessian-Affine

Derivatives

entropy of pdf of intensity within a region 
+ self-dissimilarity

compute H in region s
compute W in region s
compute y = WH and rank

step:

low quantity

Salient Regionsinformation theory

object size information is fetched with blob

less local than corners
Summary

Blob Detectors

compute the function F values along rays 
radiating from a local maximum intensity; 
enclose the maximum positions of F

affine invariant

intensity-based(radiating)

find connected regions within a threshold

affine invariant

high locality

good efficiency

like the region auto-selec‐
tion in photoshop

MSER

grouping pixels into superpixles, then 
extract features

high efficiency

not scale invariant

low repeat

Segmentation-based(superpixles)

can be overcome by increasing region arealack distinctive

great accuracy
Summary

Region detectors

use multiple scale-space pyramid to 
approximates Laplacian
a filter is added to exclude strong 
response to edges

Blob extractor

avoid computing Hessian

scale-invariant

DoG

use integral images to approx. Hessian

use box-filter to replace Gaussian
Blob extractor

scale-invariant

much faster

SURF

compute only points on circle rather than 
inside circle + decision tree

corner detector

very efficient

FAST

Efficient detectors

1. pre-attentive stage: pop-out feature
2. attentive stage: relate above with rest features

simulate process of human brain

most remain only theoretical proposals

Biologically Plausible Methods

Hand-designed

Subtopicregard feature detection as classification problem

popular because of better efficiency

worse accuracy

Learned

Ways to extract local features

Repeat

Distinctive

Locality

Quantity

Accuracy

Efficiency

Evaluate feature extraction methods

Image feature Extraction


